HYPER ANIME CONTEST 2019
Closing Date for Entries
23rd June 2019
Prizes
1. S&B Foods Category
Japanese Food Giant S&B Foods are looking for works based and inspired around the
theme of Katsu Curry for their website and social media use!
S&B are also holding their inaugural Anime Video Contest: “Hyper Anime Contest x
Pop-Art Award” in 2020. Winners of the Katsu Curry Category will automatically
qualify for this special “Hyper Anime Contest x Pop-Art Award” competition, where
the winner will get their work turned into an animation!
The winner of the “Hyper Anime Contest x Pop-Art Award” will have their artwork
turned into an animation to be used on the website of S&B Foods. This will not
necessarily be the case if a work worthy of the grand prize cannot be chosen.
2. Hyper Japan Category
HYPER JAPAN are looking for some standout visual works to use for our 10th
anniversary celebration of HYPER JAPAN for our website and social media! The
selected works will be used as a special poster design for the HYPER JAPAN event in
July 2020.
Entry Conditions
All entries must be new and unpublished works.
The copyright of all content used in the entered work must be handled by the
contestant.
What to submit
Manga or an Illustration.
Please also submit a short introduction of the creative team!

How to enter
Please send your submissions to the following URL:
anime@hyperjapan.co.uk
Entry restrictions
None
Copyright
Copyright of the submitted works must be held by the author.
Judging Process
-Before the event: The works will be uploaded onto the website, where they will be
subject to online voting, with the most popular entries entering a shortlist.
-During the event: Our HYPER JAPAN audience will vote for their favourite works.
-After the event: The winner, holding the most votes of each category will be
announced, these lucky winners will receive some amazing prizes!
The S&B Foods category is holding the Anime Video Contest: Hyper Anime Contest
x Pop-Art Award in 2020. Firstly the “package design” will be judged, and at the
same time the winning works will automatically be entered into the second
“animation” competition.
The winning work of the second “animation’ competition of the Pop Art award will
be used on the website of S&B Foods. This will not necessarily be the case if a work
worthy of the grand prize cannot be chosen.
Announcement of Results
Results will be announced online after the HYPER JAPAN FESTIVAL 2019.
Organisation
This contest is being organised by Cross Media Ltd. HYPER ANIME CONTEST
Sponsor
S&B Foods Inc.
For submissions and further questions:
HYPER ANIME CONTEST90S C/O Cross Media Limited
Translation and Innovation Hub 4th Floor
Central Working White City
80 Wood Lane, London W12 0BZ UK
email: anime@hyperjapan.co.uk

